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REACH / RESCUE / ROOT / RELEASE

The story of the 4/14 Movement began in 2008 in the hearts of Dr. Luis
Bush and Rev. Nam Soo Kim. As they met together at Promise Church
NY, a seed from the heart of God was planted in these two men of
faith. They began to understand the importance of the demographic
period of time between the ages of 4 and 14 as a time when a child’s
spiritual window is most open. That revelation grew and blossomed
into what is now the 4/14 Movement. The Holy Spirit was speaking the
same message to other leaders who were listening. This wasn’t just a
local move of His Spirit, but something He was doing around the world.
Sept 6th-8th 2009 the first 4/14 Global Summit was held at Promise
Church, NY.
With the support of OneHope President, Bob Hoskins, and Compassion
International President, Wes Stafford, along with Dr. Dan Brewster’s
new understanding of the importance of children in the Bible, the 4/14
became a global movement over the next 10 years.
The message of God’s strategy to reach, rescue, root and release
was spread to almost 100 different countries by those who heard
the message and carried it back home. Today 4/14 gatherings have
happened all around the globe. As a result, thousands of children have
experienced the love and power of Jesus.
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WHO WE ARE

driven by a clear purpose to nurture
a child’s God awareness in their
developmental window between the ages
of 4 and 14, and even up to age 18, when
their spiritual identity is being formed.
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Across the 4/14 Movement, we are unified and collaborative
in our efforts to awaken this generation.

We are a global movement
partnering with the

Church to REACH, RESCUE,
ROOT, and RELEASE this
emerging generation.

Every child living
the dream of God

Seeing the now

generation ignited

to change the world.
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for their lives.

GENERATION.”

We are advocates for this emerging
generation.
Through our strategic partnerships with like minded movements and
networks, we serve the Church as they endeavor to cultivate a child’s spiritual
development through holistically reaching, rescuing, rooting and releasing
every one.
We are dreaming of more for this emerging generation, and we believe there
is a breeze beginning to blow, signs of a move of God.
He is awakening a generation to be a force of His love and power in the world
today. They are not the next generation but,
the now generation.
We are bottom up in our energy, fueled by grassroots leadership. We are top
down in carrying out the vision from God. We are upside down in emphasizing
that the least in the world’s eyes (children) are the greatest in the Kingdom
of Heaven. We are inside out, releasing children and youth to go out from our
churches and ministries into the world.
We believe He is inviting us to foster this move of His Spirit that could awaken
the whole earth.
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“ THEY
ARE
NOT
THE
NEXT
GENERATION
BUT
THE

The R’s, as we like to call them, are unique to
the 4/14 Movement; shaping our strategy
and are the action to our passion
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THE DRIVING FORCE BEHIND ALL WE DO...

Awakening a generation
to a life with Jesus

Bringing hope to a
generation at risk

If a child can come into an authentic
relationship with Jesus, not only will their
life be changed, but they can transform
their community and even the world
around them.

By giving kids trapped in the vicious
cycles of poverty, violence, abuse, and
hopelessness a chance at a new future, the
church can be a family and sanctuary for
those in harm’s way.

Cultivating lifechanging God moments
that last forever

We want to create a culture for them to
dream and grow where everything is seen
through a biblical lens that tells us God is
good. Believing that family is God’s ultimate
design, we are committed to partnering
with them.
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Empowering a generation
to change the world
Encouraging, supporting, and equipping
them so that they can become all they
were created to be. Creating space and
opportunity for them to do what seems
impossible.
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THIS IS WHAT WE’RE ALL ABOUT,
THE CORE OF WHO WE ARE...

Inclusive & collaborative
We are better together. Young and old, men and women,
expressing our unique differences, we are on one mission to
see God’s kingdom established on the earth. We work with like
minded churches, networks, and movements on behalf of the
2.2 billion children in the world today.

Relational
God is a relational God. Everything we do in relation to others in
our world – it all matters. No act or interaction is trivial. We are
interconnected with our strategic partners, churches, and the
generation we serve. In our interactions with others we treat them
as we would treat a true friend. We believe the best and value
kindness, humility, generosity, honor, and fun.

Innovative in Our Expression

We seek to partner with God in His dream for this
generation. He is already at work and has invited us into
His mission.
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Child-focused
We affirm the original calling given to our founders
of the 4/14 movement to reach the 4 to 14 age group
of children with the love and power of Jesus through
reaching, rescuing, rooting, and releasing them.
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Strategic Impact
We desire to work with our partners on outcome driven
global advocacy, projects and events, (such as mental health
issues, gender identity, violence, booming population, etc).
Each catalytic project or event will have specific measurable
outcomes that we will use to determine our success.
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God initiated & driven

We choose to pursue a fresh expression of God and seek the
new, reimagined, and creative ways He wants to reveal Himself
now. The deeper our understanding of who God is in this
season, the more we will be able to bring the “now” expression
of Him to this generation.

PARTNER
SHIPS
We know that we are better together. We
believe that God’s dream for the emerging
generation is so big no one organization can
alone accomplish His vision. We link arms with
those churches, movements, and networks
who hear the same call to reach, rescue, root or
release children and youth around the world.
We encourage local churches to strive for a
growing work among children and families in
their church and community.
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++ We accomplish this shared vision through
credible research based advocacy.
++ We seek to provide tools for the church
to train and release passionate, qualified
champions and leaders for effective ministry
to children and youth.
++ We partner with churches to help connect
them with networks that have relevant
resources and models that empower the
now generation to bring God’s kingdom into
their sphere of influence.
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The 4/14 is an international movement partnering with the
global church and networks around the world to effectively
engage this generation of children and youth.

“What if we invest our time, energy, and money
in this generation of kids and youth? Is it possible
that we could see a movement of epic proportions?

OUR NEW 4/14 MOVEMENT GLOBAL LEADERS

We realize that the power to do this isn’t in our human strength. The Holy Spirit is the one
who is drawing kids to Himself. God so desperately wants kids to know and experience
His love and power, that He will reach them in whatever way He can.”

MEET THE 4/14 GLOBAL LEADERSHIP TEAM

Rick & Becky have 30+ years of experience leading and planting churches, a deep
passion for children & youth, and have traveled the world advocating for this emerging
generation. They love a good adventure, walking 10,000 steps a day, and biking the
trails of their hometown, Fort Collins, Colorado.
Our 4/14 Founders and key leaders believe that they are God’s choice to lead our
Movement into the future.

(Top) Chad Causey, Julius Rwotlonyo, Rick Olmstead, Rusaln Maliuta, Ben Hur, Harold Lee
(Bottom) Menchit Wong, Jerry Haile, Karen George, Becky Olmstead, Amaze Cruz.
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To learn more about Rick and Becky, check out their websites:
rickolmstead.org and beckyolmstead.net.

THE 4/14 DECLARATION

God is always good and
He will never let me down.

Stand up for justice, joy, and kindness. And
change the world with the power and the
love of Jesus that lives in me.
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I was made with a purpose and a plan to
dream big dreams and see impossible things.

“ THEY
ARE
NOT
THE
NEXT
GENERATION
BUT
THE
GENERATION.”
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